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Abstract; The enhanced two-particle (quasiclassical) scattering due to long

range polarization fields arising froia convectively unstable drift waves and

weakly damped current-driven ion acoustic waves are investigated to determine

some of their effects on transport coefficients in Tokamaks.

Introduction: Since experimental and theoretical comparisons of transport pro-

cesses in Tokamaks seem to indicate nearly classical or neoclassical behavior in

many respects, it is increasingly important to evaluate all possible two-

particle scattering processes. In addition to the usual Coulomb collision pro-

cesses responsible fur classical and (because of the extended drift orbits)

neoclassical processes, there can be scattering due to -weakly damped or convec-

tively growing fluctuations arising from two-body encounters. The latter,

linear processes, which have been tensed quasiclassical scattering processes,

can also be viewed as the scattering which arises from the long range weakly
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damped or convectively growing polarization fields of the "dressed" test parti-

cles in the plasma. In this sense they are simply the collective part of the

Lenard-Balescu collision operator, appropriately modified } in the case of

convectively unstable waves in a finite medium. In the present work we estimate

the quasiclassical scattering processes arising from convectively unstable drift

•waves and stable current-driven ion acoustic waves in a Tokamak-type plasma.

Drift Waves: The procedure for determining the fluctuation spectrum due to un-

stable drift waves convecting in the density gradient direction in a sheared

magnetic field has been discussed by Kent and Taylor. V7e use a similar proced-

ure to calculate the Fokker-Planck scattering coefficient (&v<iv)/£t due to drift

waves in a slab model. In this model the spatial growth is limited by the mag-

netic shear which causes' the wave phase velocity along the magnetic field to vary

in the density gradient and shear direction and hence be in the unstable region

of wave space over a finite spatial range. The drift modes which cause the most

scattering (those with the shortest growth lengths and greatest excitation) have

short perpendicular wavelengths (k \_. ^ 1} k,a. » 1). Since the velocity

scattering vectors are proportional to k, and since k > k » k for drift waves,
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the primary velocity-space scattering takes place in the y or diaiuagnetic drift

direction. The wave phase velocity along the .magnetic field is ir.te:~:odia££



between the ion and electron thermal velocities. This, coupled with the fact that

drift waves grow at the expense of the longitudinal electron thermal energy,

causes the electron-electron quasiclassical scattering processes, like various

nonlinear ones, to enhance the cross field electron thermal conductivity. The-

added electron heat conductivity is found to be
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where the first square bracket is the classical electron-electron collision fre-

quency, fin A is the familiar Coulomb logarithm, a and ̂  are order unity constants,

L is the shear length, r is the density gradient scale length, a is the electron

gyroradius, and v. the ion thermal velocity. The upper limit on this coefficient

indicated by the condition on the right arises because the effective collision

frequency produced by quasiclassical scattering cannot exceed the inverse of the
v correlation time, which is approximately the drift wave frequency (in the k a. » 1

lijnit) (o <~ v./r. The maximum magnitude of »i^c is of order (E /r)(l/q v^ ) X

/i./inuT (v^ is the ratio of the effective Coulomb electron collision frequency

to the electron bounce frequency) compared to the neoclassical coefficient and

hence it is only significant in the regime where v.x. —>-0. Since the scattering and

hence perpendicular electron heat conductivity grows exponentially (up to its

limiting value) as the magnetic shear strength vanishes (L — > »), this process

would seem to prevent the development of a skin current in very collisionless

plasmas.

Ion Acoustic Waves: While the electron temperature T considerably exceeds the

ion temperature T.. and the current flow velocity U exceeds the sound speed V =

,/Z.T /m. in most Tokamak discharges, the extreme margins required in these con-
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ditions for unstable current-driven ion acoustic modes are seldom satisfied. How-

ever, the ion acoustic raves are only weakly damped and can lead to enhanced

particle scattering. Since the modes are stable and the plasma is homogeneous

over the scale lengths (a few Debye lengths) of interest, we can compute such

effects from the long wavelength portion of the Lenard-Balescu collision integral.

Weakly damped ion acoustic waves have real frequencies m_ =" kV ///1+k Xj, *

and group velocities along the magnetic field given by V = d«)/dk_ = (k^/k) x
V /(I + k L Y' . The fact that there are thus "subsonic" (V., « V ),"transi-
s'v De ' * z g'
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the analysis slightly. The damping decrement (either temporal or spatial) of these

tion"(V7 ~ V ), and "supersonic" (V7 » V ) particles in the plasraa complicates
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modes is proportional to exp {- Z.T /[2T.(1 + k \^ )Jj and hence the weakest

damping occurs for T » T. and k\^ ^ 1. The enhanced scattering due to these

waves is computed by allowing fcr a root of the dielectric constant(e = o)near,the

real k_ axis and then, for very weakly damped modes, performing the ISL, integration

in the Lenard-Balescu collision integral over the sharply peaked function of k̂ .

The resultant collision operator is inversely proportional to the damping decre-

ment and hence proportional to exp {z.T /[2T. (1 + k \^ )] \.

Since the modes of interest have significant wave numbers along the magnetic

field (K7\Ti *•" 1) but k.a < 1 for <u < 0 , they can cause momentum exchange in
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this direction. This in turn leads to an enhanced plasma resistivity. In order

to estimate the resistivity we assume the electron distribution is a shifted

Maxwellian and then calculate the v moment of the Coulomb and quasiclassical
Z

collision operators. The plasma resistivity thus obtained is found to be

_ W , •£. .7/2 Z.T /2T / V

<Z>£nA(l-R) LZi + Vm7 ̂ T / e V1 " J
where T) « is the classical resistivity, A is a coefficient of ordti" unity, (Z) =

S n.Z. /n is the effective ion charge in the plasma, Z. is the charge of the
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dominant ion species, the Z. term represents electron-ion collisions and the other

term in the square "brackets comes from electron-electron collisions, and R is the

ratio of the current-driven growth to the ion Landau damping:
(3)
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The condition R < 1 is essentially the condition for stability of the current-

driven ion acoustic modes; it is also a condition for validity of the calculation.

From the fact that the resistivity is not significantly enhanced until R is in-

finetesimally close to unity, we conclude that weakly damped current-driven ion

acoustic waves lead to no significant enhanced resistivity; the resistivity can

significantly exceed the classical value only if the modes are unstable. Since

most Tokamaks operate in regimes where these modes are definitely stable (R « 1),

ve conclude that current-driven ion acoustic waves do not lead to any resistivity

anomaly in them.

Conclusion; Enhancements of the perpendicular electron heat conductivity and

plasma resistivity have been found as results of quasiclassical scattering pro-

cesses arising from drift and ion acoustic waves, respectively. The drift-wave

enhancement of the eleqtron heat conductivity is significant only in quite

collisionless plasmas; it may. help prevent the development of skin currents in



such plasmas. The current-driven ion acoustic -wave enhancement of the plasma

resistivity is found to be essentially negligible for most Tokamak plasmas where

these modes are definitely stable.
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